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We investigate theoretically and experimentally the heteronuclear Efimov scenario for a three-
body system that consists of two bosons and one distinguishable particle with positive intraspecies
scattering lengths. The three-body parameter at the three-body scattering threshold and the scaling
factor between consecutive Efimov resonances are found to be controlled by the scattering length
between the two bosons, approximately independent of short-range physics. We observe two excited-
state Efimov resonances in the three-body recombination spectra of an ultracold mixture of fermionic
6Li and bosonic 133Cs atoms close to a Li-Cs Feshbach resonance, where the Cs-Cs interaction is
positive. Deviation of the obtained scaling factor of 4.0(3) from the universal prediction of 4.9
and the absence of the ground state Efimov resonance shed new light on the interpretation of the
universality and the discrete scaling behavior of heteronuclear Efimov physics.

The quantum mechanical three-body problem is of fun-
damental importance for universal phenomena in few-
body and nuclear physics [1–5]. A particular example
is the Efimov scenario [6–8], which manifests in a three-
body system with pairwise resonant interactions as an
infinite geometrical progression of bound states, the Efi-
mov states, that follows a discrete scaling law. Such se-
ries have been observed in experiments with ultracold
homonuclear Bose [9], three-component Fermi [10], and
heteronuclear Bose-Fermi [11–14] gases. Furthermore,
the excited helium molecule 4He3, as observed through
Coulomb explosion imaging, has been found to accurately
obey the predictions for a universal Efimov trimer [15].

The range of validity of the universal scaling behavior
in an actual three-body system is governed by the inter-
play between long- and short-range interactions. Typ-
ically, the effect of this interplay is incorporated in a
single quantity, the three-body parameter (3BP), which
determines the ground state energy of the Efimov spec-
trum [2, 3]. One of the alternative definitions of the
3BP which is adopted here uses a scattering observable,
namely the value of the scattering length a, at which
the ground Efimov state crosses the three-body scatter-
ing threshold. The physical origin of the 3BP in a real
system can be traced back to short-range forces and de-
pends sensitively on the specific nature of the interac-
tions [16–18]. As has been shown recently, in homonu-
clear atomic systems the 3BP is determined by the char-
acteristic length of the van der Waals (vdW) interaction,
independent of the molecular details at short range (vdW
universality) [19–26]. Similar universality of the 3BP has
been proposed for heteronuclear trimers of kind BBX
that consist of two heavy atoms B resonantly interact-
ing with a lighter one X, with an additional dependence
on the intraspecies interaction between the atoms B [27].

Recent experiments with ultracold Li-Rb [28] gases have
found resonances that agree well with these predictions,
while previously observed features in K-Rb [29, 30] have
been challenged by new experiments that align with the
vdW universality [31, 32].

In this Letter we theoretically and experimentally in-
vestigate universal three-body physics for a heteronuclear
system BBX, in which the intraspecies scattering length
aBB is positive, and compare it to the case of negative
aBB . This comparison is rendered possible by the oc-
currence of two favorable Feshbach resonances (FR) in
the Li-Cs system [13, 33–35]. For positive aBB the heavy
particles can form a weakly bound dimer B2, with bind-
ing energies comparable to those of the Efimov trimer
BBX. This molecular channel significantly modifies the
standard Efimov scenario and, in some situations, ren-
ders the notion of 3BP superfluous even for contact in-
teractions. The role of the 3BP can be captured by a re-
pulsive barrier that is controlled by the intraspecies scat-
tering lengths. Our measurements of CsCsLi Efimov res-
onances by three-body recombination rates with positive
Cs-Cs scattering length aCsCs demonstrate the absence
of the ground state Efimov resonance, which is predicted
to asymptotically converge to the CsCs+Li threshold.
In contrast, excited Efimov states are observed as res-
onances, qualitatively agreeing well with the predictions
of the zero-range theory and the spinless vdW model.
These results shed new light on the interpretation of the
3BP and the notion of universality in the heteronuclear
Efimov scenario.

To qualitatively illustrate the novel features that arise
due to the intraspecies interaction, let us first investigate
the mass-imbalanced three-body problem assuming pair-
wise contact interactions (universal zero-range theory).
Depending on their signs four different regimes can be
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Figure 1. (color online) Adiabatic hyperspherical potentials
U for a BBX system with a mass ratio of mB/mX = 22.1
and aBB = −1 (left panel) and aBB = 1 (right panel) in the
universal zero-range model. The solid curves correspond to
interspecies scattering length aBX with respective values ∞,
−10, −5, −3 in units of |aBB |. The energy unit in this figure
is h̄2/2µa2BB , where µ is the three-body reduced mass.

defined. Here we consider and compare two so far exper-
imentally relevant cases, which correspond to interspecies
scattering length aBX < 0. Adiabatic hyperspherical po-
tential curves with different signs of the intraspecies scat-
tering length aBB are shown in Fig. 1. If both scattering
lengths are negative (Fig. 1, left panel), the classical Efi-
mov scenario is recovered for aBX → ∞, with a hyper-
spherical potential that is proportional to −1/R2, where
R is the hyperradius, and supports an infinite number of
bound states. For a finite aBX a potential barrier forms
around R ∼ 2|aBX |, leading to quasi-bound states that,
by crossing the three-body dissociation threshold, gen-
erate three-body recombination resonances in the atom
loss-rate spectra. As is the case in any zero-range the-
ory, the energy spectrum has to be regularized with a
3BP, because the attractive inverse square potential is
otherwise too singular at R→ 0.

The situation is significantly different for aBB > 0
(Fig. 1, right panel), where a Feshbach dimer exists with
binding energy EBB . The three-body channel BB + X,
representing asymptotically the dimer BB and the par-
ticle X, separates the three-body energy spectrum into
two branches. The ”lower Efimov branch”, with energy
E < EBB and a hyperspherical potential that asymp-
totically connects to the BB + X channel, follows the
classical Efimov scenario with a diverging ground state of
the energy spectrum prior to regularization. The ”upper
Efimov branch” with energy E > EBB displays qualita-
tively different behavior. It supports a repulsive potential
barrier around R ∼ 2aBB that is roughly independent of
the value of aBX . In the resonant limit (aBX → ∞)
an Efimov potential of ∝ −1/R2 character is recovered,

but in the adiabatic approximation no regularization is
required since the energy spectrum is well-defined [36].
For finite aBX , similar to the aBB < 0 case, an effective
potential barrier forms around R ∼ 2|aBX | that can lead
to recombination resonances. Note that up to this point
no other assumptions than the contact two-body inter-
actions and the adiabaticity of hyperspherical potentials
have been made.

To study the differences between the scenarios with
positive and negative aBB , and the two Efimov branches
more quantitatively, we employ the spinless vdW the-
ory [27] and use the CsCsLi system as an example.
This approach consists of numerically solving the three-
body scattering problem in the hyperspherical formal-
ism for two-body interactions that are modeled with
single-channel Lennard-Jones potentials. The scatter-
ing lengths aCsCs and aCsLi, as well as their relation
aCsCs(aCsLi) for the experimentally employed FRs are set
by the depth of the respective potentials [37]. The adia-
batic hyperspherical potentials qualitatively agree with
the zero-range theory. Thus, we use them to extract
the three-body energy spectra of the three deepest Efi-
mov states that are shown in Fig. 2 [38]. For negative
aCsCs the classical behavior is recovered, where the states
successively disappear through the three-body scattering
threshold into the scattering continuum as aCsLi is tuned
from large to small values. For positive aCsCs the man-
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Figure 2. (color online) Calculated CsCsLi energy spectra
for the three deepest Efimov states for experimental scatter-
ing lengths that correspond to the 843 G (circles, left panel)
and 889 G (squares, right panel) Li-Cs Feshbach resonances
and aCsCs ≈ −1500 a0 and aCsCs ≈ 190 a0, respectively. The
atom-dimer scattering threshold CsCs+Li for the latter case
is shown as a dashed blue line. Arrows indicate the positions
at which the Efimov states would either cross the Cs+Cs+Li
scattering threshold or become predissociative into a CsCs+Li
state. The error bars represent the width of the correspond-
ing Efimov state. Missing error bars indicate a width that is
smaller than the symbol size.
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ifestation of the two Efimov branches, separated by the
CsCs+Li threshold, becomes evident. The three-body
states from the ”upper Efimov branch” follow the clas-
sical scenario, while the state from the ”lower Efimov
branch” merges with the atom-dimer threshold and dis-
appears in the atom-dimer scattering continuum. Conse-
quently, it can be expected that the lower-branch state is
less likely to produce a resonant feature in the three-body
recombination.

These predictions are tested experimentally for the
system of ultracold Li and Cs gases in a setup that is
similar to the one presented in Ref. [11, 33]. In brief,
we prepare a mixture of bosonic 133Cs atoms in the
|f,mf 〉 = |3, 3〉 magnetic spin state and fermionic 6Li
atoms in the |1/2,−1/2〉 state, close to the 889 G Li-Cs
FR [13, 33–35], where aCsCs ≈ +190 a0 [39]. Here f and
mf correspond to the total atomic angular momentum
and to its projection, respectively. During the measure-
ments the mixture is confined in a bichromatic optical
dipole trap that allows us to reach temperatures around
100 nK for each of the species, while retaining sufficient
spatial overlap of the gas clouds [14].

The three-body recombination rates are measured as
a function of the external magnetic field, similar to our
previous work [11, 14]. The loss coefficient L3 for Li-Cs-
Cs loss is obtained by numerically fitting the spatially
integrated coupled rate equations

ṅLi = −αLinLi − L3nLin
2
Cs (1)

ṅCs = −αCsnCs − 2L3nLin
2
Cs − LCs

3 n3Cs (2)

to the time evolution of the number of atoms in the
dipole trap, where nLi and nCs are the densities of Li
and Cs atoms, respectively [40]. The values of αLi, αCs

correspond to the background loss rate of each species
in the trap and LCs

3 to the three-body loss coefficient
of a pure Cs sample at the same conditions. These pa-
rameters are determined in independent measurements,
thus the three-body recombination rate constant L3 for
Li+Cs+Cs collisions and the initial atom numbers are the
only free fitting parameters. The extraction of L3 is lim-
ited by intraspecies loss for the experimentally employed
parameters in the range −104 a0/aCsLi

>∼ 10 for the data
taken at our lowest temperatures. The error bars are
obtained by bootstrapping and represent one standard
deviation of the resampled population distributions. Un-
der typical experimental conditions the systematic error
of the absolute value of L3 is estimated to be a factor
of three, caused by uncertainties in the determination of
the atom cloud temperatures, densities, overlap and trap
frequencies.

No significant increase of temperature during the entire
hold time is observed [14], therefore we omit the recombi-
national heating [41] in our fitting model. The magnetic
field stability is around 16 mG (one standard deviation)
resulting from long-term drifts, residual field curvature
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Figure 3. (color online) Experimental and theoretical Li-Cs-
Cs three-body recombination rate spectra at a temperature of
120 nK (blue squares, blue solid line) and 320 nK (red circles,
red dotted line) for aCsCs ≈ 190 a0. The error bars represent
the statistical errors from bootstrapping, magnetic field un-
certainties, and technical limit due to Cs-Cs-Cs three-body
losses. The grayed areas correspond to the zero-temperature
Efimov resonance positions, which are extracted from the cal-
culated trimer energy spectra (see text). The arrow in the left
panel indicates the approximate position of a possible four-
body resonance.

along the long axis of the cigar-shaped trap and calibra-
tion uncertainties.

The measured three-body recombination rate spectra
around the Li-Cs FR at 889 G (aCsCs ≈ +190 a0) are
shown in Fig. 3 for two different temperature regimes.
Two consecutive CsCsLi Efimov resonances are evident.
The first recombination feature emerges at a scatter-
ing length around −2000 a0, which is about a factor of
six larger than for negative aCsCs [11–13]. This drastic
change in the 3BP is consistent with the presented the-
oretical picture, where the most deeply bound Efimov
state disappears into the atom-dimer scattering contin-
uum before reaching the three-body continuum. Thus we
assign the first recombination feature to the first excited
Efimov resonance and the ”upper Efimov branch”. The
observed general power law of the L3 scaling with aCsLi

and aCsCs qualitatively agrees with scaling laws of the
three-body collision rates near overlapping FRs [42, 43].

The ground state recombination feature is missing in
the recombination spectra of the vdW theory, which pre-
dicts only two resonances that agree with the experimen-
tally determined features. Despite the qualitative agree-
ment, there is a shift between the theoretical and exper-
imental resonance positions. The shift may be an indi-
cation of the multichannel nature of the FR [16, 44] that
is used for tuning aCsLi experimentally, but neglected in
our spinless theory. More detailed investigations will be
required to identify the origin of this quantitative dis-
crepancy. The spinless vdW model shows quantitative
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agreement with our measurements close to the 843 G Li-
Cs FR, featuring negative aCsCs [43].

In order to compare our results with the commonly
used analysis of Efimov universality in the terms of 3BPs
and scaling factors, we extract these quantities from the
spinless vdW model [45]. The resonance positions cannot
be directly fitted from the experimental loss-rate data,
since the excited resonance features are all already lo-
cated into the unitarity limited regime, and, thus, effects
of finite temperature would have to be included (for nega-
tive intraspecies scattering length, see Refs. [14, 46, 47]).
Therefore, encouraged by the good agreement between
the experimental findings and the vdW model, we extract

Efimov resonance positions a
(n)
−,CsLi from the calculated

trimer energy spectra as the average value of the two nu-
merical grid points, between which the three-body states
merge with the scattering continuum (see Fig. 2). In this
way the influence of finite temperature can be safely ne-

glected. This procedure yields a
(1)
−,CsLi = −2150(50) a0

and a
(2)
−,CsLi = −8500(500) a0, where the value in brack-

ets gives one half the step size of the local grid. The
corresponding effective scaling factor at the dissociation
threshold is λ = 4.0(3). (For the determination of reso-
nance positions and the effective scaling factor that uses
Gaussian profiles with linear background see Supplemen-
tal material).

It is instructive to compare this finding to previous
theoretical predictions, which provided a scaling factor
of 4.9 for consecutive CsCsLi Efimov states [2, 48, 49].
These theories assumed resonant interspecies interactions
(aCsLi → ∞) and negligible intraspecies interactions
(aCsCs = 0). The former assumption is well fulfilled for

the observed resonance positions of a
(1)
−,CsLi and a

(2)
−,CsLi,

which are much larger than the vdW lengths of 45 a0
and 101 a0 for Li-Cs and Cs-Cs atom pairs, respectively.
Furthermore, since aCsCs ≈ +190 a0, the resonances can
be expected to follow the resonant limit, in which aCsLi

is the largest length scale. Nevertheless, deviation from
the universal prediction is evident, similar to the case
of negative aCsLi [14]. Thus, the description of an ac-
tual heteronuclear three-body system with finite scatter-
ing lengths in terms of a single, constant scaling factor
is questionable even in the zero-range theory. The use of
an Efimov-period-dependent scaling factor λn seems to
be more appropriate. The calculated λn between higher
lying states approach the universal constant, as expected.

Our measurements in the CsCsLi system show that
the 3BP at the B +B +X threshold depends on the in-
traspecies interaction. The hyperspherical adiabatic po-
tentials within the zero-range theory suggest that two
”Efimov branches” exist, where the upper one supports
an effective potential barrier, which is largely deter-
mined by aBB . A potential barrier with similar proper-
ties has been theoretically discussed previously for light-
light-heavy systems [27]. Thus it is possible that the

3BP on the three-body scattering threshold in a het-
eronuclear three-atom system that features positive aBB

and negative aBX is independent of vdW forces. Since
such a barrier already appears in the zero-range the-
ory, it is reasonable to assume that not only atomic but
any heteronuclear system with short-range interactions
will possess a 3BP that is uniquely determined by aBB .
The observed absence of the CsCsLi ground state Efi-
mov resonance, where it is supported by the potential of
the ”lower Efimov branch” that asymptotically merges
with the CsCs+Li threshold, is consistent with this the-
oretical picture. Observation of an atom-dimer feature
around aCsLi ≈ −200 a0 in the CsCs+Li channel would
strengthen this interpretation and shed new light on uni-
versal few-body scenarios in mixed systems. These ex-
periments would require extension of the current prepa-
ration procedures to an ultracold mixture of Li atoms
and Cs2 Feshbach molecules. The properties of possible
atom-dimer recombination features is an intriguing ques-
tion in itself, since no effective potential barrier is evident
in the present calculation. The existence of two ”Efi-
mov branches” may also help to explain the breakdown
of universal relationships (which assume aBB → 0) be-
tween resonance and interference features in K-Rb mix-
tures [31, 50].

The slight increase of the three-body loss rates around

aCsLi ≈ 0.6 a
(1)
−,CsLi for the data set at 120 nK, close to the

889 G FR, may indicate a Cs-Cs-Cs-Li four-body recom-
bination resonance (see arrow in Fig. 3). The position
is in good agreement with the theoretical prediction of

0.55 a
(1)
− [51]. The second resonance, which is expected to

appear at 0.91 a
(1)
− , would already overlap with the three-

body recombination resonance. However, at the current
stage of the experiment, we cannot unambiguously val-
idate contributions from four-body processes, since an
analogous fitting model to the one in Eq. (1) and (2)
with additional four-body loss terms does not improve
the overall quality of the fit and does not result in pro-
nounced features in the four-body loss rate spectrum.

In conclusion, we have experimentally and theoreti-
cally investigated the behavior of the 3BP in a heteronu-
clear three-body system with positive and negative in-
traspecies interactions. For aBB < 0 the classical Efimov
scenario is recovered, where the 3BP is determined by
short-range forces. In contrast, for aBB > 0 two ”Efi-
mov branches” exist, with different microscopic mecha-
nisms governing the value of the 3BP. The observation
of two consecutive excited state Efimov resonances and
the absence of the ground state resonance in the Cs-Cs-
Li system for positive aCsCs is consistent not only with
the ”Efimov branches”, but also suggests a scaling factor
and a 3BP that depend primarily on the values of the
intra- and interspecies scattering lengths even if they are
the largest length scales in the system.
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